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	The concept of a capability platform can be used to argue how firms engage networked relationships to

	embed learning/performance into distinctive practices rather than focusing only on technology. In fact

	the capability language allows us to unpack the role of technology by emphasizing its interaction with

	people, process, and governance issues. The authors address the importance of a capability approach for

	Integrated Operations and how it can improve understanding of how people, process, technology, and

	governance issues are connected and managed to create scalable and sustainable practices. The chapter

	describes the development of capabilities as something that is happening within an ecology. Using

	ecology as a metaphor acknowledges that there is a limit to how far it is possible to go to understand

	organizations and the development of capabilities in the oil and gas industry as traditional hierarchies

	and stable markets. The new challenge that has emerged with integrated operations is the need for virtual,

	increasingly global, and network based models of work. The authors couple the ecology approach with

	a capability platform approach.
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The Customer Management Scorecard: Managing CRM for ProfitKogan Page, 2002
The Customer Management Scorecard is based on a unique global survey conducted by QCi that aimed to reveal the true relationship between effective customer management and business performance. Over 300 global assessments of blue chip companies in 22 countries, across all sectors, were conducted using QCi’s Customer Management...
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Theatre in Market Economies (Theatre and Performance Theory)Cambridge University Press, 2021

	Theatre in Market Economies explores the complex relationship between theatre and the market economy since the 1990s. Bringing together research from the arts and social sciences, the book proposes that theatre has increasingly taken up the mission of the 'mixed economy' by seeking to combine economic efficiency with...
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The 5-Minute Consult Clinical Companion to Women's Health (The 5-Minute Consult Series)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		The 5-Minute Consult Clinical Companion to Women's Health is a quick-reference guide to the diagnosis and management of symptoms and disorders that commonly occur in women. Written by both primary care physicians and obstetrician-gynecologists, the book covers disorders that are unique to women, occur disproportionately in...
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Whimsical Cross-Stitch: More Than 130 Designs from Trendy to TraditionalDover Publications, 2019

	
		
			A Book of the Month Club's Crafter's Choice!

			

			Cross-stitch is a traditional hobby — but your designs don't have to be! These more than 130 patterns reflect a modern sensibility, with motifs ranging from trendy to vintage to kitschy, so there's something here for everyone. All are...
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Silverlight Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
Being asked to write a foreword for a book is like being asked to be the best man or maid of honor in a wedding. You participate with the intention to support and to represent the curators of a new entity (in this case, a book) with pride and integrity. You also have to be genuine or the “crowd” will see right through you.
...
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Database System ConceptsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Database management has evolved from a specialized computer application to a central component of a modern computing environment, and, as a result, knowledge about database systems has become an essential part of an education in computer science. In this text, we present the fundamental concepts of database management. These concepts include...
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